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1. Introduction
The work of this paper, while not directly about elections, was motivated by models and notions from a provocative,
interesting paper that is from the study of elections, namely, the work of Procaccia and Rosenschein on the relationship
between junta distributions and manipulation of elections [13].
We investigate Procaccia and Rosenschein’s notion of deterministic heuristic polynomial time for (generalizations of)
their ‘‘junta distributions’’, a notion they introduced in their important study of the typical-case complexity of manipulating
elections [13]. We show that under the junta definition, when stripped to its basic three properties, every NP-hard set is
≤pm-reducible to a set in deterministic heuristic polynomial time relative to some junta distribution and we also show a
very broad class of sets (includingmany NP-complete sets) to be in deterministic heuristic polynomial time relative to some
junta distribution.
Procaccia and Rosenschein [13] introduced ‘‘junta distributions’’ in their study of NP-hard manipulation problems for
elections. The goal of a junta is to be such a hard distribution (that is, to focus so much weight on hard instances) that,
loosely put, if a problem is easy relative to a junta then it will be easy relative to any reasonable distribution (such as
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the uniform distribution). With respect to their definition of junta, this is a goal, not (currently) a theorem; Procaccia and
Rosenschein [13] do not formally establish this, but rather seek to give a junta definition that might satisfy this. Their paper
in effect encourages others to weigh in and study the suitability of the notion of a junta and the notion built on top of it,
heuristic polynomial time.4
Regarding Procaccia and Rosenschein’s notion of juntas, they state three ‘‘basic’’ conditions for a junta, and then give two
additional ones that are tailored specifically to the needs of NP-hard voting manipulation problems. They state their hope
that their schemewill extendmore generally, using the three basic conditions and potentially additional conditions, to other
mechanism problems. One might naturally wonder whether their junta/heuristic polynomial-time/susceptibility approach
applies more generally to studying the probability weight of correctness for NP-hard problems, since their framework in
effect (aside from the two ‘‘additional’’ junta conditions just about voting manipulation) is a general one relating problems
to probabilityweight of correctness.We first carefully note that in asking thiswe are taking their notion beyond the realm for
which it was explicitly designed, and so we do not claim to be refuting any claim of their paper. What we will do, however,
is show that the three basic conditions for a junta are sufficiently weak that one can construct a junta relative to which
the standard NP-complete problem SAT—and a similar attack can be carried out on a wide range of natural NP-complete
problems—has a deterministic heuristic polynomial-time algorithm. So if one had faith in the analog of their approach, as
applied to SAT, one would have to believe that under essentially every natural distribution SAT is easy (in the sense that
there is a polynomial-time algorithmwith a high probability weight of correctness under that distribution). Since the latter
is not widely believed, we suggest that the right conclusion to draw from the main result of this paper is simply that if
one were to hope to effectively use on typical NP-complete sets the notion of juntas and of heuristic polynomial time w.r.t.
juntas, one would almost certainly have to go beyond the basic three conditions and add additional conditions. Again, we
stress that Procaccia and Rosenschein did not focus on examples this far afield, and even within the world of mechanisms
implied that unspecified additional conditions beyond the core three might be needed when studying problems other than
voting manipulation problems. The contribution of this paper is to give a construction indicating that the core three junta
conditions, standing on their own, seem too weak.
Since we will use the Procaccia–Rosenschein junta notion in a more general setting thanmerely manipulation problems,
we to avoid any chance of confusionwill use the term ‘‘basic junta’’ to denote thatwehave removed theword ‘‘manipulation’’
and that we are using their three ‘‘basic’’ properties, and not the two additional properties that are specific to voting
manipulation. Our definition of ‘‘deterministic heuristic polynomial-time algorithm’’ is the same as theirs, and our definition
of ‘‘basic deterministic heuristic polynomial-time algorithm’’ is the same as their notion of ‘‘susceptible’’ (we avoid theword
‘‘susceptible’’ as that term already has term-of-art meanings in the study of the complexity of elections, e.g., in [3] and the
line of work it started) except we have replaced the word ‘‘junta’’ with ‘‘basic junta’’—and so again we are allowing their
notion to be extended beyond just manipulation and mechanism problems.
Definition 1.1. 1. (see and contrast [13]) Let µ = {µn}n∈N be a distribution over the possible instances of an NP-hard
problem L. (In this model, eachµn sums to 1 over all length n instances.)5We sayµ is a basic junta distribution if and only
if µ has the following properties:
(a) Hardness: The restriction of L toµ is the problemwhose possible instances are only
⋃
n∈N{x | |x| = n and µn(x) > 0}.
Deciding this restricted problem is still NP-hard.
(b) Balance: There exist constants c > 1 and N ∈ N such that for all n ≥ N and for all instances x, |x| = n, we have
1/c ≤ Probµn [x ∈ L] ≤ 1− 1/c .
(c) Dichotomy: There exists some polynomial p such that for all n and for all instances x, |x| = n, either µn(x) ≥ 2−p(n)
or µn(x) = 0.
2. (see [13]) Let (L, µ) be a distributional decision problem (see Definition A.1 in the Appendix). An algorithmA is said to be
a deterministic heuristic polynomial-time algorithm for (L, µ) ifA is a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm and there
4 Wewill observe in Section 3 that one can in some sense achieve the overall goal in an unsatisfactory way by changing one’s notion of junta completely,
namely, to instead focus on a certain nonrecursive, Kolmogorov-based universal distribution, in light of the work of Li and Vitányi [11]. However, that
distribution is nonrecursive, and modifying the conditions to pinpoint a nonrecursive reduction—and perhaps also its close, still-nonrecursive cousins—is
worlds away from the spirit of the Procaccia and Rosenschein approach, whose junta conditions intend to be—and as their paper shows, are—satisfied by
many simple, recursive distributions.
5 The Procaccia–Rosenschein work clearly means this, as they state explicitly (see page 162 of their paper) that eachµn is a distribution, and in addition
all their work and notions are based on looking at a single length at a time and in their example of building a junta they (naturally, given what their model
is) do not address relative weights between different lengths (and so a global distribution, i.e., one overΣ∗ , is not being defined). (We mention in passing
that if one were to try to interpret the notion as saying that there is a (Levin-like) single distribution over all lengths, one would in their definition of
junta have foundational problems when that single distribution put no weight on any strings of a given length, as one would be faced with conditioning
on a set of probability weight zero, which is not well-defined.) To avoid any confusion, we mention that although Procaccia–Rosenschein use the phrase
‘‘distributional problem’’, a term that as it is most typically used in the literature means the distribution is global, it is very clear that in their paper’s clear
and internally self-consistent nomenclature/definition framework when the words ‘‘distribution problem’’ are used the ‘‘distribution’’ is a collection of
distributions, one per length. We mention in passing that our main theorem of this paper, Theorem 2.2, remains true—though one has to shift the values
in its proof a bit—even under the different case of having one global distribution. On the other hand, results such as nonclosure under polynomial-time
isomorphisms potentially might not hold under that alternate model.
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exist a polynomial q of degree at least one6 and an N ∈ N such that for each n ≥ N ,
Probµn [x 6∈ L⇐⇒ A accepts x] <
1
q(n)
.
When such a µ andA exist, we will say that L is in deterministic heuristic polynomial time (with respect to µ).
3. (see and contrast [13]’s ‘‘susceptible’’) Let (L, µ) be a distributional decision problem. An algorithmA is said to be a basic
deterministic heuristic polynomial-time algorithm for (L, µ) if µ is a basic junta distribution (for L), A is a deterministic
polynomial-time algorithm, and there exist a polynomial q of degree at least 1 and N ∈ N such that for each n ≥ N ,
Probµn [x 6∈ L⇐⇒ A accepts x] <
1
q(n)
.
When such a µ andA exist, we will say that L is in basic deterministic heuristic polynomial time (with respect to µ).
2. Frequency of correctness versus basic junta distributions: A basic junta distribution for SAT
We now explore the Procaccia–Rosenschein notion of deterministic heuristic polynomial time7 and their notion of junta,
both however viewed for general NP problems and using the ‘‘basic’’ three conditions. We will note that the notion in such
a setting is in some senses not restrictive enough and in other senses is too restrictive. Let us start with the former. We need
a definition.
Definition 2.1. We will say that a set L is well-pierced (respectively, uniquely well-pierced) if there exist sets Pos ∈ P and
Neg ∈ P such that Pos ⊆ L, Neg ⊆ L, and there is some N ∈ N such that at each length n ≥ N , each of Pos and Neg has at
least one string at length n (respectively, each of Pos and Neg has exactly one string at length n).
Each uniquely well-pierced set is well-pierced. Note that, under quite natural encodings, such NP-complete sets as,
for example, SAT certainly are well-pierced and uniquely well-pierced. (All this says is that, except for a finite number
of exceptional lengths, there is one special string at each length that can easily, uniformly be recognized as in the set and
one that can easily, uniformly be recognized as not in the set). Indeed, under quite natural encodings, undecidable problems
such as the halting problem are uniquely well-pierced.
Recall that juntas are defined in relation to an infinite list of distributions, one per length (soµ = {µn}n∈N). The Procaccia
and Rosenschein definition of junta does not explicitly put computability or uniformity requirements on such distributions
in the definition of junta, but it is useful to be able to make claims about that. So let us say that such a distribution is
uniformly computable in polynomial time (respectively, is uniformly computable in exponential time) if there is a polynomial-
time function (respectively, an exponential-time function) f such that for each i and each x, f (i, x) outputs the value ofµi(x)
(say, as a rational number—if a distribution takes on other values, it simply will not be able to satisfy the notion of good
uniform time).
Theorem 2.2. Let A be any NP-hard set that is well-pierced. Then there exists a basic junta distribution relative to which A has
a basic deterministic heuristic polynomial-time algorithm (indeed, it even has a basic deterministic heuristic polynomial-time
algorithmwhose error weight is bounded notmerely by 1/poly (for some polynomial of degree at least 1) as the definition requires,
but is even bounded by 1/2n
2−n). Furthermore, the junta is uniformly computable in exponential time, and if we in addition assume
that A is uniquely well-pierced, the junta is uniformly computable in polynomial time.
It follows that, under quite natural encodings, almost any natural set is in basic deterministic heuristic polynomial time.
For example, SAT is and the halting problem is, both under natural encodings.8 All it takes is for the given set to have at all
but a finite number of lengths at least one element each that are uniformly easily recognizable as being in and out of the set.
6 Requiring that there exists a q of degree at least 1, by which they of course mean nontrivially so, is basically ensuring that there exists a c such that, in
the displayed inequality of this definition, ‘‘<c/n’’ holds.
7 They credit their notion as being ‘‘inspired by Trevisan [15] (there the same name is used for a somewhat different definition)’’. Wemention in passing
as an even earlier source for the same name, though also attached to a different definition than that of Procaccia and Rosenschein, Section 3 of [9]. The
‘‘somewhat different’’ definitions are not always so trivially different. For example, [2] gives an example that it says ‘‘seems absurd to consider [it] an
efficient-on-average algorithm’’. The example does not meet [2]’s definition of heuristic polynomial time but does (barely—right at the border) satisfy the
[13] definition of heuristic polynomial time.
8 Again, a potential problem when dealing with such claims is details of encoding. For example, if SAT is encoded in such a way that the vast majority
of the strings (say, all but at most a 1/n portion of the strings) of each length are obviously syntactically illegal (and such encodings can indeed be totally
natural), then an astute reader might well ask, ‘‘Isn’t any algorithm that accepts the empty set a basic deterministic heuristic polynomial-time algorithm
for SAT, relative to the uniform distribution, which obviously is a basic junta’’. However, this reasoning is flawed. If that many strings of each length are
obviously syntactically illegal and we are using the uniform distribution, then the balance condition for juntas is violated. So the balance condition blocks
that argument, and indeed this type of blocking is preciselywhy Procaccia and Rosenschein [13] have the balance condition.
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Proof. Let A be well-pierced. So there exists an N , and sets Pos and Neg , that satisfy the definition of well-pierced. For each
n ≥ N , let Pos(n) denote the lexicographically smallest length n string in Pos and let Neg(n) denote the lexicographically
smallest length n string in Neg .
Define the distribution ν = {νn}n∈N as follows:
1. For each lengthn ≥ N , putweight 1/2n2 on all lengthn strings other than Pos(n) andNeg(n), andputweight 12
(
1− 2n−2
2n2
)
on each of Pos(n) and Neg(n).
2. For each length n < N , let νn be the uniform distribution over that length, i.e., each length n string has weight 1/2n.
We now show that ν is a basic junta distribution.
1. Hardness: Since
⋃
n∈N{x | |x| = n and νn(x) > 0} equalsΣ∗, the restriction of A to ν equals A, and so is still NP-hard.
2. Balance: Since for each length n ≥ N both Pos(n) ∈ A and Neg(n) 6∈ A have almost half of the probability weight of all
length n strings (namely, each has 12 (1− 2
n−2
2n2
)), ν is balanced.
3. Dichotomy: Since for all n ≥ N and for all x, |x| = n, we have νn(x) ≥ 2−n2 , and for all n < N and for all x, |x| = n, we
have νn(x) ≥ 2−n, dichotomy is satisfied.
Note that the junta is uniformly computable in exponential time, and if A is uniquely well-pierced then the junta is
uniformly computable in polynomial time.
Our basic deterministic heuristic polynomial-time algorithm for (A, ν) works as follows: On inputs that are a Pos(n), it
accepts; on inputs that are aNeg(n), it rejects; and on every other input, it (for specificity, though it does notmatter) accepts.
For each n ≥ N , the error probability of this algorithm on inputs of length n is at most (2n − 2)/2n2 ≤ 1/2n2−n. q
In the proof we achieve the error bound 1/2n
2−n stated in Theorem 2.2. However, this bound can easily be strengthened
to 1/2n
k−n, for each fixed constant k, by altering the proof. Note that the altered algorithm will depend on k.
Our point is not that this construction is difficult. Rather, our point is that this construction indicates that the basic three
junta conditions on their own can be short-circuited, and thus a stronger set of conditions would be needed to seek to create
a Procaccia–Rosenschein-type program against, e.g., SAT. More generally, one should probably be exceedingly skeptical
about any distribution or distribution type that is being proposed—without proof—as perhaps being so hard that it seeks to
‘‘convincingly represent all other distributions with respect to average-case analysis’’ [13, p. 163]. Again, we should stress
that Procaccia and Rosenschein are clear that this is a hope rather than a claim, that they repeatedly stress that the approach
may be controversial, and that their focus is on manipulation/mechanism issues.
Loosely put, the above result says that the basic junta conditions are in some ways overinclusive. We also note that the
definition of junta, and the issue ofwhenwewill have a basic deterministic heuristic polynomial-time algorithm, are exceed-
ingly sensitive to details of encoding.9Wemention quickly two such effects, one that indirectly suggests overinclusiveness
and one that suggests underinclusiveness.
As to the former, note that every NP-hard set is ≤pm-reducible to a set that is in basic deterministic heuristic polynomial
time. This applies even to undecidable NP-hard sets, such as SAT⊕HP =def {0x | x ∈ SAT}∪{1y | y ∈ HP}, where HP denotes
the halting problem. The proof is nearly immediate. Given an NP-hard set A (over some alphabet Σ that has cardinality
at least two, and w.l.o.g. we assume that 0 and 1 are letters of Σ), note that A ≤pm-reduces to the set A′ = {00x | x ∈
Σ∗}∪ {1x1|x|2+2 | x ∈ A}, and that A′ is easily seen to be in basic deterministic heuristic polynomial time (indeed, with error
bound not just 1/poly but even 1/exponential), in particular via the basic junta (relative to A′) that is the uniformdistribution.
Regarding underinclusiveness, note that under the definition of basic junta, no set that at an infinite number of lengths
either has all strings or has no strings can have a basic deterministic heuristic polynomial-time algorithm, since for such
sets the balance condition of the notion of a basic junta can never be satisfied. It follows easily that the notion of having a
basic deterministic heuristic polynomial-time algorithm is not even closed under polynomial-time isomorphisms.10
Finally, we mention in passing that it is important not to confuse the notion of having heuristic polynomial-time
algorithmswith the notion of having the average of one’s time complexity be good. In particular, the former does not seem to
imply the latter. Trevisan [15] has alreadynoted this effect, thoughunder a definition of heuristic polynomial time that differs
somewhat from that of Procaccia and Rosenschein [13] (in particular differing precisely at the most interesting boundary,
namely the 1/poly). (An extended discussion of that effect can be found as Appendix C of [4]. See also the somewhat related
average-case/typical-case terminology discussion in Section 1 of [6].)
9 In contrast, the ‘‘’’ exponent and |x| denominator (see Definition A.1 in the Appendix) in Levin’s [10] theory of AvgP, average-case polynomial time,
were precisely designed, in that different setting, to avoid such problems—problems that one gets by following the type of asymptotic focus on one length
at a time that the Procaccia and Rosenschein model adopts. On the other hand, even Levin’s theory has many subtleties and downsides, and to this day has
not found anything resembling the type of widespread applicability of NP-completeness theory; see any of the many surveys on that topic.
10 To be extremely concrete, the NP-complete set B = {00x | x ∈ Σ∗} ∪ {1x1|x|2+2 | x ∈ SAT} is (as per the above) easily seen to be in basic deterministic
heuristic polynomial time, but the NP-complete set B′ = {xx | x ∈ SAT}, though it is by standard techniques polynomial-time isomorphic to B (see [1]),
is not in basic deterministic heuristic polynomial time. If the reader wonders why we did not simply use two P sets, the reason is, under the Procaccia–
Rosenschein definition, one needs NP-hardness to have a junta, and one needs a junta to put something in deterministic heuristic polynomial time.
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3. Conclusions and open directions
Westudied,when limited to the ‘‘basic’’ three junta conditions, the notion of junta distributions and of basic deterministic
heuristic polynomial time, and we showed that they admit some extreme behaviors. It might be natural for the reader to
ask us to provide a set of alternate conditions to define some altered notion of junta to achieve the goal that all distributions
meeting the conditions focus so much weight on ‘‘hard’’ instances that (loosely put) if a problem is easy relative to a junta
then it will be easy relative to any reasonable distribution (such as the uniform distribution). However, although we think
this is a lovely framework andwould be very happy indeed if some set of conditions as natural, broad, and simple as those of
Procaccia and Rosenschein [13] will achieve this, we simply do not believe that that is the case. Our intuition is that simple,
broad, transparent conditions will not be enough to filter out any broad class of simple distributions each of which is as
challenging as possible to all relevant problems.
However, as encouragement to those who hope otherwise, we mention the relevant (as one could succeed simply
by making one’s junta condition be that the distribution must be the simply defined universal distribution discussed in
Li–Vitányi, if one felt that focusing on that nonrecursive distribution was a fair approach) and stunning result of Li and
Vitányi ([11], and for amore extensive history, e.g., regarding the Solomonoff–Levinmeasure, see also [12])who showed that
a certain simply described universal distribution (unfortunately, one that is so complex as to itself be nonrecursive) based
on Kolmogorov complexity has the property that it causes the average-case and worst-case complexities (of algorithms) to
coincide.
As a concrete suggestion to those who would like to adjust starting from the current basic three conditions, as a pos-
sible modification we would suggest removing the Dichotomy Condition (which as one can see in the work of the present
paper can be satisfied too easily) and replacing it with an ‘‘Almost-Uniformity Condition’’, whichwe define to be the require-
ment that there be a positive constant K and a natural number n0 such that for each n > n0 and for all x and y satisfying
|x| = |y| = n, it holds that if µn(x) 6= 0 and µn(y) 6= 0 then µn(x)/µn(y) ≤ K . That is, all strings at each (except excluding
perhaps a finite set of lengths) given length that get more than zero weight do not differ from each other by more than
a (global for the distribution) multiplicative constant. The dichotomy condition does not itself ensure almost-uniformity.
Indeed, our proof of Theorem 2.2 badly violates almost-uniformity, and so replacing Dichotomy with Almost-Uniformity at
least invalidates that particular proof. Although the focus of this paper has not been on the five-condition suite of conditions
that include two additional ones tailored to the needs of NP-hard votingmanipulation problems, wemention the interesting
fact that, as pointed out to us by Ariel Procaccia [14], the manipulation-related distribution defined in [13, Section 4.1] and
used powerfully in their paper not only satisfies their five conditions but also satisfies almost-uniformity.
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Appendix. Needed notions from average-case complexity theory
The theory of average-case complexity was initiated by Levin [10]. A problem’s average-case complexity can be viewed
as a more significant measure than its worst-case complexity in many cases, for example in cryptographic applications.
We here follow Goldreich’s presentation [5]. Another excellent introduction to this theory is provided by the surveys by
Wang [16,17].
Fix the alphabetΣ = {0, 1}, letΣ∗ denote the set of strings overΣ , and letΣn denote the set of all length n strings inΣ∗.
For any x, y ∈ Σ∗, x < ymeans that x precedes y in lexicographic order, and x − 1 denotes the lexicographic predecessor
of x.
Intuitively, Levin observed that many hard problems—including those that are NP-hard in the traditional worst-case
complexity model—might nonetheless be easy to solve ‘‘on the average’’, i.e., for ‘‘most’’ inputs or for ‘‘most practically
relevant’’ inputs. He proposed to define the complexity of problems with respect to some suitable distribution on the input
strings.
We now define the notion of a distributional problem and the complexity class AvgP.
Here, we define only distributional search problems; the definition of distributional decision problems is analogous.
Definition A.1 ([10], see also [5,16]). 1. A distribution function µ : Σ∗ → [0, 1] is a nondecreasing function from strings to
the unit interval that converges to one (i.e., µ(0) ≥ 0, µ(x) ≤ µ(y) for each x < y, and limx→∞ µ(x) = 1). The density
function associated with µ is defined by µ′(0) = µ(0) and µ′(x) = µ(x)− µ(x− 1) for each x > 0. That is, each string x
gets weight µ′(x)with this distribution.
2. A distributional (search) problem is a pair (f , µ), where f : Σ∗ → Σ∗ is a function and µ : Σ∗ → [0, 1] is a distribution
function.
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3. A function t : Σ∗ → N is polynomial on the average with respect to some distribution µ if there exists a constant  > 0
such that∑
x∈Σ∗
µ′(x) · t(x)

|x| <∞.
4. The class AvgP consists of all distributional problems (f , µ) for which there exists an algorithmA computing f such that
the running time ofA is polynomial on the average with respect to the distribution µ.
In this paper we use the following notation. For any distribution µ and for each n ∈ N let µn be the restriction of µ to
strings of length exactly n, and letµ≤n be the restriction ofµ to strings of length at most n. (There of course is a slight worry
in the case of lengths n at which µ puts no weight on any string. However, in this paper we will, following Procaccia and
Rosenschein [13] (see the discussion of this point that appears as Footnote 4), actually view the µn’s as our primitives, and
so for us this issue will not exist).
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